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Free study guide for hatchet

Hatchet by Gary Paulsen-Free Online Study Guide/Notes/Book SummaryHatchet Message BoardDownloadable/Printable Version of this MonkeyNote This Study Guide is currently being revised and reformatted. Please go to our partner site, TheBestNotes.com to view it: Click Here to View It Key Literary Elements • Setting • List of Characters •
Conflict • Short Plot/Chapter Summary (Synopsis) • Themes • Mood • Background Information - Biography Chapter Summaries with Notes Your browser does not support the IFRAME tag. • Chapter 1 • Chapter 2 • Chapter 3 • Chapter 4 • Chapter 5 • Chapter 6 • Chapter 7 • Chapter 8 • Chapter 9 • Chapter 10• Chapter 11 • Chapter 12 • Chapter
13 • Chapter 14 • Chapter 15 • Chapter 16 • Chapter 17 • Chapter 18 • Chapter 19 • Epilogue Overall Analyses • Character Analysis • Plot Structure Analysis • Themes - Theme Analysis• Rising Action• Falling Action• Point of View• Foreshadowing• Irony• Motifs• Quotes / Important Quotations and Analysis• Symbolism / Motifs / Imagery /
Symbols• Important / Key Facts Summary Questions• Study Questions / Online Quiz• Answer Key• Essay Topics / Book Report Ideas Comment• Comment on the Study of Literature Your browser does not support the IFRAME tag. Free Study Guide for Hatchet by Gary Paulsen-Book Notes Summary Online Hatchet makes a great choice for a literature
circle or book club with your students. It is an engaging survival story that captures readers from the early chapters. This no prep Hatchet Novel Study Unit helps them students build comprehension skills through this award-winning survival story by Gary Paulsen without handing them a sheet of comprehension questions that just ask them to
regurgitate the text. This was one of the first novel study units I ever did with my students, although it has been updated many times since then. In addition to being a great fit for lit circles and book clubs, the activities are easy to differentiate for a whole group novel study or as a follow-up to a read-aloud. If you need a copy of the book, you can
purchase Hatchet on Amazon. (This link is an affililate link. The book won't cost you any more, but I earn a small commission on your purchase that will be used to cover the costs associated with this website.) What's included in this Hatchet novel study unit? This novel study guide focuses on comprehension and vocabulary. It includes four weeks
worth of lessons and paper-saving printables including: Instructional guide with daily comprehension skill, objective, and key Tier 2 & text-based vocabularyComprehension trifolds (provided in color and black & white)Reader's Notebook Comprehension Prompts (matching trifolds)Word of the Day Text-based Vocabulary flip booksTrifold answer keys
for easy grading Comprehension skills addressed in this novel study The trifolds and notebook prompts for Hatchet were carefully selected to align with the text and comprehension skills that commonly require repeated practice opportunities. The skills addressed in this Hatchet novel study include: Analyzing text quotes, characters, and
settingProblem and solutionPoint of viewCause and effectMaking inferencesSummarizing Text-dependent writingVocabulary analysis & context cluesAuthor's craft – the use of flashbackAnalysis of character change Each day focuses on a single comprehension skill. This was done to allow you to dive deep into the skill and ensure your students truly
understand and can apply their knowledge to the text. These comprehension prompts encourage higher-level thinking. Students must apply the skill to generate a written response and defend their answers with text evidence. This literary analysis fosters a deep understanding of the plot of Hatchet, but it also builds comprehension strategies that are
applicable to other texts. How do readers practice comprehension ? The daily comprehension prompts are provided in two formats. Each format was selected to reduce copies needed while still offering materials for student use. The benefits of each format are outlined below. The trifold format was the original design for this novel study. Each foldable
was designed to cover a week worth of comprehension using only one piece of paper. Students are given a single question each day that focuses their reading on the daily comprehension skill. The benefit of the trifold format is that it is extremely approachable to students. Each day only takes up a third of the page, and this keeps reluctant writers
from shutting down. This also makes it easy to collect and grade. Many students use the trifold as a bookmark, helping prevent missing papers. Click to learn more about the trifold novel study format. The Reader's Notebook prompts are perfect for students who are advanced and need more space to provide an in depth analysis or need more space to
write their response. For advanced readers, the notebook prompts can be used to generate a longer, more detailed response to the daily prompt. This pushes the students to analyze and defend their answers. However, the notebook prompts are also great for students with dyslexia, dysgraphia, and fine motor issues because they can be glued onto
specialized paper or within a notebook to give students with large handwriting more room to respond. Regardless of the format selected, the prompt is the same so you can easily have some students working on the trifolds while others use the notebook prompts. What academic vocabulary is included in the novel study? There are over 50 academic
vocabulary words included in the instructional guide for this novel. These include general academic vocabulary and skill-specific vocabulary. A sample of the included terms is shown below: analyzeevaluateinterpretgenerateconcisecomposition context cluesummary and main ideainferenceprotagonist point of viewsynopsis Why do you include academic
vocabulary? Tier 2 vocabulary, also known as academic language, is one of the biggest barriers to student success in school. The research on the impact of academic vocabulary is clear, and we must explicitly teach these words to our students. To make it easy, I outline key Tier 2 words for each skill. This allows you to incorporate these words into
your novel study discussions. It also means you can explicitly teach students their meaning if you are working with struggling students or English Language Learners (ELLs). Many teachers like to pre-teach this vocabulary to help struggling students start the text on equal footing with their peers. Text-based vocabulary in Hatchet In addition to the
Tier 2 vocabulary, each day's lesson includes a text-based vocabulary word that can be found within the day's reading. Some of the text-based vocabulary words included in this Hatchet literature guide include: remnantsimbededcrudeexasperationrectifyincessant These words can be taught using the flip book format. Designed with conserving copies
in mind, this format uses one piece of paper per week. The Word of the Day Flip Book is designed for use in interactive reading journals. To use the flip books, your students cut around the flip book, cut the tabs, and glue it into their notebook. Have students leave the tabs unglued so they can be lifted. This allows students to write under them.
Depending on your students, you can have them generate a definition of the day's word or generate a list of synonyms and antonyms. You can even have students draw a picture of the meaning. How to purchase this novel study for Hatchet Cite this page: Clapsaddle, Diane. "TheBestNotes on Hatchet". TheBestNotes.com. .
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Guide for Hatchet by Gary Paulsen Previous Page | Table of Contents | Next PageDownloadable / Printable Version The story takes place in Hampton, New York, and the forests of Northern Canada, in the present day. CHARACTER LIST Major Characters Brian Robeson A thirteen year old boy who, on the way to spend the summer with his divorced
father in Canada, is involved in a plane crash and must learn to survive in the Canadian woods. The Pilot An older man, perhaps named Jim or Jake (Brian can�t remember), who flies the boy toward northern Canada until he has a heart attack and dies at the controls. Brian�s parents His mother is the object of the Secret that obsesses Brian�s
thoughts. His father is a mechanical engineer who has designed a new drill bit for the oil drills on the tree line of Canada. CONFLICT Protagonist The protagonist of a story is the main character who traditionally undergoes some sort of change. He or she must usually overcome some opposing force. In this story, the protagonist is Brian Robeson who
is only a thirteen year old boy when life forces him to call upon all of his intelligence and innate skills to find a way to survive when his plane crashes in the Canadian woods. He is deeply hurt by a Secret that he knows about his mother and how that Secret led to his parents� divorce. Over the days that he spends in the woods of Canada, he must put
the Secret aside and learn to be a man. Antagonist The antagonist of a story is the force that provides an obstacle for the protagonist. The antagonist does not always have to be a single character or even a character at all. In this story, the antagonist is Nature and all its dangers as well as its beauties. Brian must learn to live within the boundaries
that Nature forces upon him and accept his fate. Another antagonist is Brian himself as he battles against his tendency to just give up when this new life seems too difficult. He also must end his obsession with the Secret and the divorce and learn to live with what he cannot change. Climax The climax of a story is the major turning point that
determines the outcome of the plot. The climax of this story occurs when Brian finally finds a way into the tail of the plane after a tornado dislodges it from the bottom of the lake. Within it are the �treasures� he believes he will need to continue his life in the woods of Canada. Outcome Also known as the resolution or denouement, this is the place in
the plot where the action is resolved or clarified. After Brian obtains the treasure from the tail of the crashed plane, he finds an emergency transmitter which he accidentally turns on. He doesn�t realize he�s done so, because there is so perceivable change in it, and he disregards it while he takes pleasure from all the other supplies he finds in the
pack. Just then, he hears the sound of another plane which lands on the lake. The pilot had picked up the signal from the emergency transmitter and now has come to rescue him at last. This is followed by an Epilogue which explains all the Brian learned from his survival experience and how, even though his parents do not reconcile, he can keep the
Secret just that, a secret, so no one else will be hurt by it. SHORT SUMMARY (Synopsis) Brian Robeson, a thirteen year old boy traveling in a small airplane to Canada to spend the summer with his father, is involved in a plane crash in an uninhabited part of the Canadian woods after the pilot dies of a heart attack. Brian then must find a way to
survive and in the process, discovers much about himself and becomes a man. The motif within this story is a bildungsroman, or a young boy�s coming of age. Previous Page | Table of Contents | Next PageDownloadable / Printable Version Hatchet by Gary Paulsen Free BookNotes Summary
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